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Teaching Guide
Ten Thematic Strands in Social Studies
Adventure Annie Goes to Kindergarten has curriculum connections in the Social
Studies content area. Some Language Arts activities are also included here. And you
may wish to consult the author’s Six Trait Writing Guide as well.

CURRICULUM ACTIVITIES: SOCIAL STUDIES
Classroom (or Library) Rules Bonanza
After reading Adventure Annie Goes to Kindergarten, take some time to discuss Mr.
Todd’s Kindergarten Gold Star Rules:
Respect our classroom and everything in it.
Make good decisions.
Use your inside voice.
Be kind and helpful to others.
Ask students to think about the ways that Annie forgets to follow the rules and the
times she follows them. What might be the consequences of Annie breaking the
rules? Why is Mr. Todd worried when she does? What important rules does Annie
follow when she goes on her hunt for her missing classmates?
Now, compare the Kindergarten Gold Star Rules with your own classroom (or
library) rules. Discuss the ways that your rules are the same and different from Mr.
Todd’s. Ask students to explain why. If you haven’t formulated your classroom (or
library) rules yet, now is a good time to ask students to engage in that activity.

Book Pairing: Mapping
After reading Adventure Annie Goes to Kindergarten, read Adventure Annie Goes to Work
to your students. Take time to discuss Annie’s creation of a map of her mother’s
office in that story. Ask students to think about the reasons that Annie didn’t create
a map of her school when she was looking for José and Louise. Do they think a map
might have helped her?
Now read Me on the Map and discuss the many different kinds of maps the narrator
of this story shares.
Buzzeo, Toni. Adventure Annie Goes to Work. With illustrations by Amy Wummer. New
York: Dial Books for Young Readers, 2009. ISBN: 9780803732339
When Annie’s mother learns that her “Big Report” is missing at work on Adventure
Annie Saturday, Annie accompanies her mother to the office and creates a map to
locate the report.
Sweeney, Joan. Me on the Map. With illustrations by Annette Cable. New York: Knopf,
1996. ISBN: 0517700956
This book is a playful introduction to maps and geography in which the narrator
shares “maps” she has drawn of her room, her house, her street, and all the way to
her country on a map of the world.
If time allows, brainstorm as many uses for a map as possible.

Book Pairing: Mapping
After reading Adventure Annie Goes to Kindergarten to your students, ask them to
consider the geography of the story. Where does most of the story take place?
When José and Louise are lost, the setting of the story expands as Annie leaves the
classroom and explores the whole school. Make a list of the places Annie goes in
the school from the moment she enters the building, including all of the places
Annie goes to look for her missing classmates. Using this list, ask students to create
a map of Annie’s path through Pioneer Elementary School as she searches. Invite
them to refer to Annie’s map of her mother’s office in Adventure Annie Goes to Work
for ideas on map-making.

Next, provide students with a mounted wall-size chart paper outline of your school.
Ask students to cooperatively create a large map of your school, including color
illustrations of all of the places that Annie goes in her school. NOTE: In order to work
most effectively, you may want to instruct students to design pictures of the
locations (the library, the cafeteria, etc.) and cut them out at their seats then mount
them on the larger map with tape or glue.
Cut out the image of Annie at the end of this guide and then ask students to retell
the story of Adventure Annie Goes to Kindergarten. This is a particularly good exercise
for visual learners. In addition, research has shown that non-linguistic
representation enhances achievement for all learners.
As the year progresses, you may enjoy adding new locations to your wall-map as
students have new experiences in your school.

The Importance of Deputies
Mr. Todd is looking for a “Gold Star
Deputy” each day. Begin by asking
students what a deputy is. They may
be familiar with the word from their
reading or television viewing. If not,
use a good primary dictionary such
as Merriam Webster’s Primary
Dictionary by Ruth Heller to look up
the word. (If this is your first
dictionary experience, allow some
time to take a “tour” through the
book, explaining its purpose,
alphabetical organization, guide
words, etc.) Copy the definition onto
chart paper (unless you are using an
online dictionary with your electronic
whiteboard).
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Discuss the definition and the way in
which Mr. Todd is using the word. Now
consider whether your classroom needs a
Gold Star Deputy, each day, each week, or
at another suitable interval. How would
the honor be earned in your classroom?

CURRICULUM ACTIVITIES: LANGUAGE ARTS
Kindergarten Memories
Invite your students to remember their first day of Kindergarten. Ask them to close
their eyes and remember what they saw, what they heard, what they smelled, what
they touched, and what they tasted. Then ask them to remember how they felt. If
you have begun journaling in your class, ask them to write a sentence or two about
their memories and draw a picture of the most important one. After everyone has
finished, invite students to share these memories.

Annie on Stage
If you have time, download the
Reader’s Theater script for Adventure
Annie Goes to Kindergarten from the
author’s website at
www.tonibuzzeo.com and work with
teams of students to develop fluent
reading of their assigned parts. Once
students are comfortable with their
reading, schedule times to visit the
Kindergarten classrooms in your
school to perform for them.
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